
 

 

Maximum Web Width - 9.75” 
Maximum Die - Cutting Width - 9.375”
Maximum Die - Cutting Length - 12”
Cutting Dies - Flexible 
Maximum Unwind OD - 18” 
Maximum Laminate OD - 12” 
Maximum Finished Label Rewind - 10” 
Maximum Waste Matrix Rewind - 12” 
Registration Sensor - Color 
Registration Sensor Adjustment - 8” D X 10”    
Sensor Mark - .25” X .2”
Lateral Paper Adjustment - .5” 
Laminate - Self Wound & Liner 
Core Sizes - 3”
Dimensions - 63”W X 33”H X 33”D
Frame - .63” Solid Aluminum 
Safety Sensor - Magnetic Lid X 2 
Loop Sensor - Photoelectric Distance Sensor  
Power - 110v/240v Adjustable 
Amps - 5 
Registration - +/- .013” 
Speed - Max 8”/sec. 
Variable Speed Control
Weight - 430lbs net 
 

 

Choose from three different die cutting widths: 
13”, 10” and 6”

 

 

The Digi proCut is designed with a 
semi rotary cutting station 

utilizing magnetic plates and 
cylinder. Semi Rotary technology 
enables precise cutting results 

that digital cutters cannot match. 
The Digi proCut will optimize 

cutting and registration accuracy 
making die cutting equipment the 

best in its class. 
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The DigiCut Pro will take 
your printed media, die-cut 
it to register, slit it and 
rewind it into a finished 
roll, or bulk rolls for later 
rewinding. The versatile 
design of the machine 
allows you to die cut to 
register, as well as over 
laminate die cut full-bleed 
labels.  Another advantage 
to the machines design is 
its ability to produce die 
cut blank labels, all of 
which can be slit and 
finished in one process.  
The UV inline module is also 
available for improved 
gloss, scratch resistance, 
adhesion, and strength. 
 

The robust rotary die 
cutting unit offers 
excellent access due to 
the machines unique 
design. Our easy load 
mag die station enables 
the operator to load 
flexible cutting dies 
with very little effort 
or time. 
 The BGM automatic re-

register system enables 
the operator to set the 
die-cut to register, with 
minimal set up time.  
Once the machine is die-
cutting, the operator 
advances or retards the 
tool using the optical 
sensor adjustment.  Once 
in register, the machine 
will maintain registration 
throughout. 
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